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the screensaver dialogs are a part of macos mojave. so, you can toggle it via the mission control's
desktop screen. this will show all the different screen saver dialogs that you can choose from,

including the macos mojave's own. hardware information can be obtained from various sources
including the built-in intel hd graphics driver on macs based on the intel haswell architecture or later

processors, a graphics hardware vendor's website, and apple's system profiler. apple's
vtsoccercontrol uses a different profile on mac pro 2017 than on earlier macs, and there is no

application support software update. this is probably the most obvious piece of technical information
you might not be aware of regarding the mac pro. the mac pro can be configured with all usb
devices and peripherals connected to the front panel. the rear panel may contain slots for dvi,

displayport, thunderbolt 3, thunderbolt 2, hdmi 1.4, and hdmi 2.0. the slot density is too high to list
all the details. these boards are for users wishing to play old games with high-res textures and slow

frame rate. stock firmware for the apple wifi 802.11b/g/n card is far superior and will likely only
result in frustration. similarly, the tpm chips are not generally subject to a hard limit, though it's
likely that apple finds a very large one. maximum tpm usage is simply a function of resources

assigned to the tpm. this means that apple chooses to limit this so that your game does not crash
due to hyper-threading or extreme usage. some tpm chips have interrupt handling abilities and a

32-bit apic, but that's about it. higher-end mac pros and those with >2gb of ram, have an "enhanced
intel core i7 6500u architecture processor". this is an "intel 64 architecture processor". that's right,
"intel 64" means it supports 64 bit operation in all cases. that's right, even with 32-bit processors in

this generation, it can support 64-bit versions of the operating system. the i7 6500u is an x86-64
chip.
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nvme cards should be compatible with any
modern ssd. nvmes are common in pcs and are

becoming more common in macs. most
computers with nvme ssds are shipped with a
sata connection, which is slower than pcie. this
is why you might see a slow nvme ssd with the

usb 3.0 connector and sata port on a laptop with
the intel 520 or m520 at the faster speeds for
the pcie connection. the bootable ssd will boot
to whichever port is active. the mac pro has 5
pcie slots, and the lower four can run nvme
ssds. nvme drives are much faster than ahci

ssds. the upper four slots are only usable with
the asmedia chips (for ahci) that support two
pcie lanes, which limits the maximum speed.
the lower four slots can only run nvme cards.
there are no ahci slots in the mac pro. nvme

devices can run at 8x or 16x pcie 2.0 speeds but
typically go at 4x, 6x, 8x, or 16x for pcie 3.0. ssd
and hdd controllers don't actually have to drive
data at the maximum speed, but higher speeds
can increase performance. it is possible to have

nvme ssds that do not go to pcie 3.0 speeds
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even with the maximum current generation of
nvme pcie controllers (4 lane). but the slowest

nvme drives will not reach the maximum 8x pcie
3.0 speed, even with 4 lane controllers. most

nvme ssds can reach sub 6 gb/s and some can
do up to 10 gb/s, but not all are able to reach

16x. pcie 2.0 controllers can get up to 160 mb/s,
often being limited by the slot connection, while

pcie 3.0 controllers can get up to 2 gb/s. the
nvme ssd format is unchanged since the

inception of pcie and does not have a version.
the only difference between any ssd and an

nvme ssd is the addition of a few serial lanes for
the nvme controller. the nvme spec uses non-

pcie connectors and does not need any slot. you
can use any nvme compatible ssd or

motherboard, but you will have to use a
dedicated nvme ssd, like the sintech ngff m.2
adapter. forcing the mac pro to use pcie 3.0

nvme drives could make it perform worse than
nvme ssds (for example, a pcie 2.0 controller in
a pcie 3.0 slot could slow it down). 5ec8ef588b
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